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Unexpectedly, during the second ruckus, Sandra’s men were noticed by the policemen that
were patrolling the area nearby, so the policemen rushed over and seized them.

When Sandra got the news, she was shocked. Fortunately, those were just some loafers, so
even if they were caught they wouldn’t dare to expose her.

After that incident, Sandra finally behaved herself. Even Lucy stopped making a fuss,
whereas King ended the lease and moved out on its own. Therefore, Sophia took back the
shop and reserved it for Linus.

Recently, Cooper’s force and Michel Group’s business seemed to be expanding in Bayside
since they were increasing their shops. Therefore, Sophia reserved a shop for all of her
people.

These days, Copper almost gave up his authority over the Michel Family and passed it over
to Linus to settle any issues.

Meanwhile, he was focusing on the Mitchell Family and exploring deeper into the field of
high-tech electronics. He even moved all his equipment to his basement and spent all his
time working in his workroom.

He knew he had to make a breakthrough and conquer a more advanced field if he wanted to
regain the Mitchell Family’s former glory. At the same time, he mustn’t compete with Linus
for business because he knew very well that the Mitchell Family was not a match for the
Michel Group right now.

However, Cooper was as wise as always, so he had his own plan.

While Linus was busy expanding his market in Cethos, Cooper picked up his past profession
to rejuvenate the Mitchell Family. At the same time, Sophia was enthusiastically developing



her business. She interviewed all the sales talents that were introduced by Cooper and got
the employment in progress.

After she hired two salespeople, she was sure to share her resources so she shared them
with Kenny, since the collaboration with L/K Group had reached the stage of signing the
contract.

Soon, Pourl resumed its operation and Sarah invited a few regular customers to support the
business. Fortunately, they got a few orders.

Ever since Sandra made a ruckus, although it didn’t substantially damage Sophia’s shop and
the fire only burnt some plastics, Sophia was still angry about the whole incident.

While the three families were competing against each other, all of them tried to win over
more talents. Since Cooper was back, his force thrived in their business and made huge
progress, tempting some people to be in alliance with Cooper. However, they were worried
that they might choose the wrong team in this critical situation.

If they made a mistake in choosing sides, they would end up in a dire situation.

Therefore, many people were indecisive.

Naturally, Sophia understood the situation. She initially decided to brush off Sandra so that
she wouldn’t waste her time and energy in these meaningless games, but considering the
current situation where three forces stood in a deadlock, a devious idea suddenly popped up
in her mind. That idea seemed to have appeared effortlessly as if she often did that in the
past.

Within two days, the few loafers that made trouble in Sophia’s shop that night confessed in
the police station and exposed Sandra.

However, it didn’t seem to be a big deal since what they did didn’t cause severe damage.
Besides, the Mitchell Family was powerful enough to conceal this incident, not allowing
even a piece of information to leak. Therefore, nothing happened to Sandra and she was still
the perfect, noble princess.

Sophia even received a call from her, who wanted to show off.



“Scarlett, please keep your meager skills away from me. You should know that Bayside is
my territory and your petty schemes won’t work on me. Besides—”

She continued sarcastically, “—there’s no hope for you and your father to be added into the
genealogy record book so don’t ever dream of it, not to mention entering the Mitchell
Family’s ancestral tomb. You will never be accepted into the family in this lifetime!”

Only those who were recorded in the genealogy record book were the real Mitchells,
whereas those who couldn’t be added in were just pitiful collateral families.

If one could not be buried in the ancestral tomb after they died, they would forever be a lost
soul.

Sophia couldn’t help but shake her head. Since she read the working diary of the past, she
knew Sandra’s background.

It was true that people would try their best to flaunt what they lacked the most.

Sandra knew how she became the Young Lady of the Mitchell Family so even though she
earned that title, her sense of inferiority toward herself was still deep-rooted.

In the past, Sandra often dreamed of being added into the genealogy record book. Now, not
only her dream came true, she even became the Young Lady of Mitchell Family. At that
moment, she felt like she had overcome all the difficulties in her life so she turned to torture
the next person that was in the same situation as she was in the past.

Finally, Sophia couldn’t hold it in and expressed her thoughts about the genealogy record
book. “Some people are proud of being one of the Mitchells, but others make the Mitchells
proud of them.”

With that, she hung up the phone without bothering to listen to Sandra’s reply.

Twenty years ago, Cooper was the pride of the Mitchell Family and he still was after all this
time.

Therefore, they were not the ones who should beg to be in the genealogy record book but
the Mitchell Family should be the one on their knees, begging her and her father to be on it.



Since her father and uncle were such extraordinary people, and even Carmen was intelligent
enough to make a living to take care of the dog by acting, Sophia felt that she had to pull
herself together.

As expected, Sandra’s foolish act wasn’t exposed to the public so she was still the flawless
world’s champion, the princess of the sports world. However, everyone in the Mitchell
Family knew about her stupidity.

The Mitchells weren’t sure of the ins and outs of the incident so they didn’t know who was in
the right. Besides, it only involved a few shops and it wasn’t a big deal.

Usually, it wouldn’t be something to make a fuss of but during this critical time, all trifles
would be exaggerated. Therefore, they inferred the whole incident as Alex’s daughter
competed against Scarlett, Cooper’s daughter, for two rows of shops but failed. Because of
that, Sandra flew into anger and paid some people to wreck the shops. Unfortunately, those
people were caught and the mastermind—Sandra—was found by the police through traces
of evidence.

She was deemed incompetent for failing in getting the shops.

Even worse, she was not only caught after paying people to make trouble but was also
found out by the authorities after that. That was absolutely humiliating and it highlighted the
difference between Sandra and Scarlett.

After all, Scarlett was Cooper’s daughter. How could a daughter of someone so astonishing
be weak?

Through this small incident of competing for shops, many things became evident.

For example, Scarlett had powerful resources since she could rope in so many high-quality
sellers, whom Sandra couldn’t even control, for seven or eight shops within a day.

Besides, these sellers clearly knew that Scarlett was competing against Sandra for the
shops but they willingly rented the shops to her. What did that show?

The owner of Audistine was Bayside’s anonymous force, while the Crimson House belonged
to 9th Old Master Edwards as well as L/K and Michel Group. These were powerful forces
which no one could afford to offend, but they lent a helping hand to Scarlett during critical
times.



Everyone understood what it meant.

An interesting point was Scarlett rented one of the shops to the police patrol team for
almost free and that wasn’t common for everyone.

Through such a small gesture, many things dawned upon the public, such as Scarlett had
greater resources than Sandra and that her skills and boldness took after Cooper.

While everyone was disappointed with Sandra, they became more confident with Cooper
and Scarlett.

After all, with such a clever daughter, the father must be wise too.

After 20 years, many people had forgotten how powerful Cooper was in the past but now,
they got to witness a whole new history happening right before their eyes.

This incident was like a magical seed, slowly germinating in the environment. Without
realizing, it caused some subtle changes to the situation where the three forces confronted
each other.

At this critical time, even the smallest change could induce a butterfly effect, which might
lead to a huge effect.

Not long after that incident, Cooper rose like a powerful dragon from the sea and took over
Justin’s father, Anthony’s force, in a domineering way.


